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Development & Enterprise

This guide is based on three principles
•	Good design is important everywhere, not least in helping to bring run down, neglected places back to life
•	The creation of successful places depends on the skills of designers and the vision and commitment of those who employ them
•	There is no such thing as a blueprint for good design. Good design always arises from a through understanding of place and context”

How to use this guide
Part 1

1. INTRODUCTION

Of the document sets outs the policy context within
which the SPD has been prepared. Particular reference
is made to the LDF in which the document will sit and
the NewcastleGateshead One Core Strategy which
the SPD is intended to amplify and provide further
guidance.
Chapter 3 deals more specifically with the design
process which the Council expects developers
to follow. This process generally applies to Major
Development Proposals (e.g 10 dwellings or more)
although it may be appropriate on particularly
sensitive sites.

Why the SPD has been produced, who it is for, how it
should be used and how to navigate the document.
1 Introduction

Urban design objectives which relate to promoting
good place making is accordance with the he
emerging Core Strategy Policy on Quality of Place
and saved UDP Policy ENV3 Character and Design.
This section also considers what makes distinctive
and unique as a place. Local Character Guidance and
‘Place Portraits of different parts of the Borough are
provided.
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oreword

Foreword

In the last 15 years there has been a wave of imaginative and high quality urban design across the U.K and abroad. Gateshead’s rich cultural and artistic
heritage has gained national recognition and new developments such as the Sage Gateshead, Gateshead Millennium Bridge, the refurbishment of
Saltwell Park and the BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Arts have shown what can be achieved in terms of creating great places. However there is no
reason why good urban design should be confined to high profile sites such as Gateshead Quays. Every development, no matter what the scale or
purpose, should embrace the principles of good urban design.

Sustainable communities are about more than just buildings. People require places that bring an improved quality of life which in turn can influence
health and well being of the population. Urban design similarly is not just about buildings or the spaces between buildings it is about how we shape and
create attractive developments and the activities carried out inside them.
Gateshead Council is committed to securing design quality throughout the Borough. The urban design Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) will
improve the quality of Gateshead’s urban and rural environment and encourage a high standard of design for all new developments.

This document stems from the over arching policies contained in the draft One Core Strategy. The purpose of this draft SPD is to set out, with reference
to the emerging Core Strategy (and saved Unitary Development Plan (UDP) policies), more detailed planning policy guidance on the principles of good
design for all types of development within Gateshead, and to explain how policies will be applied in the context of recent government guidance and
requirements. This will help achieve a distinctive, accessible, safe and sustainable built and natural environment reflecting the special character of the
Borough’s heritage and its varied townscapes and landscapes. It also sets out how the Council expects the location, form and type of new development
in Gateshead to be considered through the design process.
The SPD provides practical guidance on the opportunities for incorporating public art as part of development proposals and reflects the Council’s
aspirations to reinforce the concept of ‘Creative Gateshead’ as outlined in Vision 2030 (the Council’s Community Strategy) which refers to how creative
experiences and opportunities can improve quality of life as well as the look and feel of the Borough. By setting out a consistent approach to design, a
degree of certainty will be provided for those who wish to develop in Gateshead. Once adopted by the Council, this draft Design SPD will be a material
consideration in making decisions on planning applications.
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1 Introduction
1.1

Gateshead Council is committed to securing design
quality throughout the Borough. The Gateshead
Placemaking Guide aims to improve the quality
of Gateshead’s urban and rural environments and
encourage a high standard of design in all new
developments. The purpose of the SPD is to set out,
with reference to the emerging Core Strategy (and
saved UDP policies), more detailed guidance on the
principles of good design for all types of development
within Gateshead. This will help achieve a distinctive,
accessible, safe and sustainable built and natural
environment reflecting the special character of the
Borough’s heritage and its varied townscapes and
landscapes. It also sets out how the Council expects
the location, form and type of new development
in Gateshead to be considered through the design
process

1.2

The SPD provides practical guidance on the
opportunities for incorporating public art as part of
development proposals and reflects the Council’s
aspirations to reinforce the concept of ‘Creative
Gateshead’ as outlined in Vision 2030 the Council’s
Community Strategy which refers to how creative
experiences and opportunities can improve quality of
life as well as the look and feel of the Borough.

1.3

Chapter 3 provides further guidance on the process
developers will be expected to follow to ensure
design quality. By setting out a consistent approach to
design, a degree of certainty will be provided for those
who wish to develop in Gateshead.

1.4

Why Prepare an SPD for Design?
1.9

n 	Local distinctiveness, local characteristics
responding to landform, views and vistas (Policy
17 Core Strategy, ENV2, ENV3
n 	The design of new development along the river
Tyne waterfront
n 	Public art (Policy 17 Core Strategy< ENV6 Savec

UDP)

Sustainability Appraisals (SA) and Strategic
Environmental Assessment (SEA)
1.6

The 2004 Town and Country Planning (Local
Development) (England) Regulations 2004 made
all local development documents subject to
sustainability appraisal, which also had to meet
the requirements of the EU Directive on strategic
environmental assessment (SEA). However, the
2008 Town and Country Planning Act removed
the requirement for sustainability appraisal of
supplementary planning documents.

1.7

Most topic based supplementary planning
documents, for example design guides, are unlikely to
require a sustainability appraisal as they are unlikely to
have significant environmental effects. The preliminary
assessment of whether or not SEA is required for this
SPD has led to the conclusion that it is not necessary
for the following reason.

1.8

The SPD does not introduce any new policies that
have not already been assessed and appraised in a
higher level (local) planning document such as the
One Core Strategy or Urban Core Area Action Plan
(UCAAP).

Once adopted by the Council, this draft Design SPD
will be a material consideration in making decisions
on planning applications.

How the document relates to the Local
Development Framework (LDF)
1.5

n 	Design principles such as scale, massing, height,
materials, legibility, views and vistas (ENV3)

“This document should be read in conjunction with
the emerging Public art (Policy 17 Core Strategy &
ENV6 Saved UDP): Promoting Place Making and saved
UDP Policy ENV3 Character and Design. Policy CS17
of the Core Strategy emphasises the importance of
quality of place and the importance of urban design
in enhancing the positive features of the plan area.
This SPD builds on these policies providing more
detailed advice in relation to the following:
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Although Gateshead has had a number of notable
successes in terms of place making and improving
various neighbourhoods throughout the Borough
there is a considerable body of evidence which
suggests developments do not always lead to
the quality of place the Council is seeking to
create. Various pieces of work including the ‘Made
in Gateshead’ (Urban Character assessment),
http://www.gateshead.gov.uk/Building%20
and%20Development/PlanningpolicyandLDF/
LocalDevelopmentFramework/EvidenceLibrary/
UrbanCharacterAssessment.aspx the Housing Audit
and Major Developments Audit provide a strong
evidence base which show that there are many parts
of the Borough where new development has failed
to take the opportunities to improve the ‘quality of
place’ and other parts where there are significant
opportunities for new development to transform
neighbourhoods or create new neighbourhoods.

1.10

Who is the SPD for?

How to use the SPD

The SPD is for any individual, group of people or
developer proposing new development or changes to
buildings and spaces and any other interested parties.
This may include the following:
n 	Design Professionals: Architects, planners, landscape
architects, engineers, agents and surveyors
n 	Highway engineers
n 	Local planning authority
n 	Project delivery organisations
n 	Project appraisers (responsible for assessing and
scoring applications)
n 	Local communities (affected by proposed projects
in their neighbourhoods)
n 	Special interest groups (nature conservation,
Gateshead Access Panel, local heritage groups)
n 	Artists
n 	Investors & developers

The SPD:
n Provides guidance on urban design specific to 		
Gateshead Council
n Is intended to build on the best qualities found		
	within the built environment across the Borough
and encourage a sense of place
n Will be the initial point of reference for urban 			
	design advice for developers no matter how large
or small the scale of development
n 	‘To provide certainty for those who wish to develop
in Gateshead’

1.14

Household Alterations and Extensions SPD
1.11

The urban design SPD can be applied to all scales of
development although it is generally aimed at larger
types of development. The Household Alterations
and Extensions SPD is a complimentary guidance
document focused at smaller types of development
such as household extensions. Depending on the
nature and type of development proposals it is likely
only one SPD will need to be referred to in detail.

How will it the SPD be used?
1.13

n 	As a reference source for‘place making’in Gateshead
for those with a particular interest in development
and regeneration
n 	To promote high quality urban design throughout
the Borough
n 	To engage developers at the earliest stage to
ensure high quality and appropriate urban design
solutions
n 	As a tool to facilitate discussions between
developers and the council
n 	By Development Management officers to assess
planning applications
n 	To provide certainty for those who wish to develop
in Gateshead
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2.0 Policy Context
3.0 Urban Design and the Development Process

Part

PART 1

Chapter 2 of the SPD relates to the national and local policy context within which this SPD has been prepared. These documents, in particular the One Core Strategy.
If developers and designers follow this process they are more likely to receive a positive determination in terms of any subsequent planning application
(Policies for People and Place - Chapter 8) and Saved UDP Policies (The Environment - Chapter 11), are of particular importance providing the over arching policy
framework within which the SPD has been prepared. This SPD is one of a number of documents which will eventually make up a ‘suite’ of LDF documents. It is essential
that this SPD is read in conjunction with the One Core Strategy and saved UDP Policies.
Chapter 3 outlines the development process within which design proposals should be formulated. This section explains in detail the steps developers and their design
team should take when formulating proposals. This process is related to the Development Management culture which Gateshead is committed to creating.
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2.0 Policy Context
2.1

National Design Guidance and Policy
Over the past 15 years there has been a radical re-think
about the role that environment and culture play in
the lives of people. There is now wide acceptance
that design quality and heritage are key elements of
place making to create sustainable communities and
improve quality of life and have a positive impact on
health and well being.

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6

This is reinforced in ‘By Design - Urban Design in the
Planning System’, which provides process related
advice on the range of ways that urban design can be
adopted as part of the planning system.
More recently the Draft National Planning Framework
reiterates the importance the current Government
attaches to the design of the built environment. Good
design is described as “indivisible from good planning
and should contribute positively to making places
better for people.”

Manual for Streets / Manual for Streets 2
2.10

Places and streets that have stood the test of time
are those where traffic and other activities have
been integrated successfully and where buildings,
spaces and the needs of people, not just their vehicles
shape the area. Manual for Streets (MfS) sets out an
approach, that is much more about creating streets as
places rather than solely for the movement of vehicles.
It looks closely at how the relationship between the
buildings and the street is essential in creating paces
that are good for people.

2.11

The document also advocates a strong movement
hierarchy putting pedestrians and cyclists first,
followed by public transport and its user, and finally
other motor vehicles. The use of distributor roads and
cul de sacs as the ‘default setting’ for development has
been replaced by a network of connected streets that
should respond to local context in form and layout.
Based on new research into visibility sightlines, MfS
also puts forward greatly reduced criteria for these
which helps in the more efficient use of land and in
delivering better places for people.

Design and Access Statements
2.7

Urban design is embedded in UK national planning
policy. PPS1 (Planning Policy Statement 1) identifies
good urban design as a critical element to delivering
sustainable communities.
“Planning has a key role to play in the creation of
sustainable communities: communities that will stand
the test of time, where people want to live, and which
will enable people to meet their aspirations and
potential” PPS 1: Delivering Sustainable Development.

The Department for Communities and Local
Government (DCLG) suggests that high quality design
has a crucial role to play in delivering prosperity and
inward-investment, as well as ensuring an area is an
attractive and functional place to live.

Since 2006 legislation has been in place requiring all
developers to submit a Design and Access Statement
in support of most planning applications. The aim of
these changes have been to ensure we create high
quality places that are easy for everyone to use.

Building for Life
2.8

Other initiatives such as ‘Building for Life’ have
placed an emphasis on raising design quality in all
new housing developments. Building for Life is the
national standard for well-designed homes and
neighbourhoods and was developed jointly by CABE
and the Home Builders Federation.

2.9

The 20 Building for Life Criteria embody the partners
vision of what housing developments should be:
attractive, functional and sustainable. These principles
are founded on government policy and on guidance
developed by CABE in partnership with Design
for Homes. The Building for Life criteria are used to
evaluate the quality of schemes at both the pre
planning and post construction phases.
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Urban Design Compendium 2
2.12

Urban Design Compendium 2 provides guidance on
the processes which lead to successful villages, towns
and cities. UDC2 builds on the guidance set out in
Compendium 1, it does not replace it. The first sets
out the principles, which apply at all scale of place,
whilst the second describes the processes needed
to achieve them. It explains how the decisions made
during delivery can help to create quality places.
A summary of the information in both documents is
available on the Urban Design Compendium website,
www.urbandesigncompendium.co.uk

Local Policy Context
Bridging Document
2.13

2.14

Vision 2030
2.15

The ‘Bridging Document - Developing Sustainable
Cities NewcastleGateshead 2030’ has has been
written by Gateshead and Newcastle Local Strategic
Partnerships to align, Gateshead’s and Newcastle’s
Community Strategies (SCSs).
The starting point for establishing a shared ambitions
and vision for NewcastleGateshead was that of
Gateshead and Newcastle as Sustainable Cities.
The following defines the core components of this:
Sustainable Cities are:
n inclusive and well run
n healthy and safe
n environmentally sensitive
n well designed and built
n characterised by a mix of quality housing
n well connected
n places which meet the needs of all people,
n protective of their heritage
n thriving
n friendly and welcoming

2.16

Emerging One Core Strategy

Vision 2030 is Gateshead Strategic Partnership’s
sustainable community strategy and provides a
statement of intent to make Gateshead the best place
to live, work and visit. It is based upon 6 ‘big ideas’
which are aspirations and have been developed with
the people of Gateshead. Of particular relevance are
the following four ‘big ideas’.
n 	City of Gateshead - The strategy refers to‘achieving
the qualities of great cities around the world in
terms of design, growth, natural resources, people
and culture’. Great cities are characterised by great
buildings, spaces and places all of which reflect
the key aims of urban design.
n 	Creative Gateshead - The aim is to ensure local
people can access creative experiences and
opportunities and encourage creativity to make
Gateshead look great.
n 	Sustainable Gateshead - Good urban design
helps to create sustainable and attractive places.
Vision 2030 identifies economic prosperity,
making the best use of resources and an attractive
local environment as being fundamental.
n 	Active and Healthy Gateshead - Quality
urban design has an important role to play in
encouraging healthy lifestyles, encouraging
walking and exercise. It also has positive benefits
in terms of mental health. We want Gateshead
to have one of the healthiest communities in
the country with the building blocks in place
to support and encourage people to take up
opportunities to improve their health and lifestyle.
Quality urban design will be a key component in
delivering this vision.
This SPD will help achieve a range of the outcomes
set for the ‘big ideas’, but primarily help to deliver the
following:
n Robust and sustainable economic base
n A safe place to live and visit
n 	A wide variety of attractive housing, supporting
sustainable and cohesive communities
n Improving and protecting our local environment
so Gateshead is the best place to live and work
10

2.17

This document is the Joint Core Strategy for Gateshead
and Newcastle. It sets out the strategic planning
policies which Gateshead Council and Newcastle
City Council intend to adopt to steer the integrated
development of their areas.

2.18

The Joint Core Strategy is the primary document
in both Councils’ Local Development Frameworks.
It is the spatial expression of both Local Strategic
Policies’ respective Sustainable Community Strategies
(“Our Sustainable Future” and “Vision 2030”), and of
“Bridging Document Developing Sustainable Cities.
NewcastleGatesheshead 2030” which expresses our
joint ambitions and long-term vision. Of particular
relevance to this SPD is Policy CS 17: Promoting Place
Making.

2.19

Subsequent documents of Gateshead’s and
Newcastle’s LDFs, including a joint Urban Core Area
Action Plan, will provide more detailed development
management policies and allocate sites. Whilst the
Core Strategy and Urban Core Area Action Plan are
being produced jointly, it is currently expected that
the rest of each authority’s LDF will be produced
separately.

Urban Core Area Action Plan (UCAAP)
2.20

The Urban Core Area Action Plan will guide the future
development and use of land and buildings within
the Urban Core boundary in the period to 2030. It is
a ‘spatial plan’, required to help drive development
and regeneration. There are areas where there is some
overlap between this SPD and the UCAAP in terms of
urban design objectives however it should be noted
that the UCAAP has a stronger focus on the urban
core specifically focussing on design issues which
are particularly relevant in this area. Some of these
design issues are relevant across the Borough and are
therefore covered in this SPD.

Community Consultation
2.22

This SPD was the subject of a 6 week public consultation
during which members of the public, local businesses,
developers and agents were given the opportunity to
comment and make representations in relation to
the draft SPD. These comments have helped inform
a revised version of the Supplementary Planning
Document.

Saved UDP Policies
2.21

The Gateshead Placemaking Guide is a Supplementary
Planning Document that has been prepared to
specifically support saved UDP policies and the
emerging Core Strategy Policies which relate to place
making. The saved UDP policies which this SPD relates
to are listed in the table to the right.
The Gateshead Placemaking Guide will be used
together with other local policy documents to guide
the design of buildings and spaces throughout
Gateshead.
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Hierarchy of Guidance
The Environment

Parent LDF Policies

ENV3: Character and Design

EMERGING CORE STRATEGY POLICIES

ENV4: Urban Design Principles for Central Gateshead

CS 17: Promoting Place Making

ENV5: Public Realm in Central Gateshead

CS 19: Green Infrastructure and the Natural Environment

ENV7: Development within Conservation Areas

The full text of CS 17
Promoting Place making is
reproduced in Appendix A,
and the complete UDP and
Proposals Map are available on
the councils website at
www.gateshead.gov.uk.

ENV9: Setting of Conservation Areas
SAVED UDP POLICIES
ENV25: Areas of Special Character
Introduction and General Development Policies
DC1: Environment

EMERGING UCAAP POLICIES

DC2: Residential Amenity

Policy 10 - Urban design

Newcastle 2030 SCS

Local
Development
Scheme

Bridging
Document

Site
Allocations &
DM DPD

Vision 2030 SCS

Site
Allocations &
DM DPD

Local
Development
Scheme

Statement of
community
Involvement

Statement of
Community
Involvement
Newcastle LDF

One Core
Strategy

Gateshead LDF
Other
Development
Plans

Other
Development
Plans

Benwell
Scotswood
AAP

Walker
Riverside AAP

Urban
Core Area
Action Plan
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Area Action
Plan

SPDs

3.0 Urban Design & the
Development Process
Introduction
3.1

3.2

The best way to promote successful and sustainable
regeneration, conservation and place making is
to think about urban design from the start of the
planning and development process. Leaving urban
design until the end can make the planning process
slow, frustrating and a source of wasteful conflict, and
is unlikely to lead to the best outcomes in terms of
quality.
Urban design is integral to the entire development
process. It is not something that should be considered
at a particular stage of the overall development
management process or a bolt on. Design quality
should be considered at all stages from the outset to
the completion of a project.

Developer

Consumer

Local
Authority

Development Management and Urban
Design
3.3

There is an increasing recognition that Local
Authorities need to take a more proactive approach to
managing development, to achieve spatial objectives
and actively encourage and promote desired forms of
development that meet with wider strategic visions.
Development Management is a fundamental activity
in delivering spatial planning and place shaping.

3.4

It is essential for Council Officers, Developers and their
design teams to consider themselves within the wider
context of a ‘development management process’
and to consider how they can use their role to help
improve and shape places. It is within this context that
this chapter sets out a structured working protocol
for developers and design teams to prepare formal
proposals for development.

Estate
Agent

Mortgage
Lenders
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Consultants

Pre application charging
3.5

The Council is committed to providing an efficient and
effective planning service. The Council therefore offers
a dedicated pre-application advice service providing
impartial and professional advice aimed at helping to
submit a complete and accurate planning application
which complies with the relevant plans, policies
and guidance. Details of the pre application service
which Gateshead Council provides are outlined in
the guidance note “Pre application advice service for
planning applications.”
http://www.gateshead.gov.uk/Building%20and%20
Development/Planning/advice.aspx

DM Officer

Builders

Occupiers

Share Good design needs a multi-disciplinary team.
Integrated Design
3.6

3.7

Creating quality places is reliant on bringing together
different ingredients such as great building and
spaces, public art and a mix of different uses. These
aspects are often interrelated, for example high
quality attractive public spaces are more likely to
encourage walking and recreational activities which
in turn can help improve health and well being.
Integrated design requires interdisciplinary working
and an understanding of how design decisions in one
discipline can have impacts in other areas
It is therefore essential that all development proposals
embody a design approach which brings together
solutions to wide ranging uses. The objective of
an integrated process is to create places that are
physically, socially and economically responsible.
This does not just relate to how we make things look
but also means changing how they work.

3.8

There is considerable evidence that many recent
developments across the Borough have not been
considered or formulated in an integrated manner.
This was a key issue identified in the Built Environment
Topic Paper for the Core Strategy.
n 	The developer and their design team and
developers will be expected to demonstrate an
integrated approach to design taking account of
a wide range off actors such as, resources, health,
transport, people and habitats. Design strategies,
different for each place, should be based on an
understanding of factors such as local needs,
public art and culture, climate and the availability
of resources.
proposals should be formulated
within the context of an integrated project team.
For major development proposals developers
should demonstrate how they have brought
together an integrated design team with the
relevant skills and disciplines. Cross disciplinary
working rather than leaving each discipline to
develop and sign off its own area will be essential
in ensuring a more joined approach to cross
cutting design issues.

Town Planner
Architects

Urban Designer

Landscape Architect

Regeneration officer

n 	Development

Civil Engineer

Environmental Engineer

Ecologist

Land Developer

Conservation Officer

Public Art Officer / Artist
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POLICY

Background

PREPARE

REVIEW

DESIGN

Context

Testing

Ideas

Pre-planning

DELIVERY

Implementation

MONITORING
Review

Post Planning

Working Protocol
3.9

3.10

The following sets out a structured protocol which is
based on the ‘five steps of delivery’ as defined in Urban
Design Compendium 2 which is intended to provide
clarity on the required steps in the progression
of a development from policy to pre planning, a
formal planning application and scheme delivery.
It is intended to enable, guide and support where
necessary, the appropriate quality of development.
Applicants are advised to consult with the Council’s
Development
Management
and
Highway
Management Service at the earliest possible
opportunity before formulating development
proposals and submitting a planning application.
Applicants will be expected to follow the design
process described below and provide evidence
to show that this has been done before planning
permission is granted. This process and a working
record of the various stages should be incorporated
within the Design and Access Statement that is
required to support most planning applications.

POLICY Background
3.11

All those involved in preparing development proposals
are expected to have a thorough understanding
of five essential design policy documents and any
successors to them including:
1	By design - Urban Design in the Planning System
(CABE & DETR) (Statutory Planning Document)
2	Design and Access Statements; How to read, write
and use them (CABE)
3 Building for Life
4 Manual for Streets \ Manual for Streets 2
5 Gateshead Urban Design SPD

Urban
Design SPD
Draft Supplementary Planning Document

DRAFT

Draft Document September 2011

Development & Enterprise
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ASPECTS OF DEVELOPMENT FORM
Layout: Urban Structure

OBJECTIVES OF GOOD URBAN DESIGN
Character

Continuity and
enclosure

Quality of the public
realm

Ease of movement

Legibility

Adaptability

Diversity

A place with its own
identity

a place where
public and private
spaces are clearly
distinguished

a place with
attractive and
successful outdoor
areas

a place that is easy
to get to and move
through

A place that has a
clear image and is
easy to understand

A place that can
change easily

A place with variety
and choice

Layout: Urban Grain
Landscape
Density and mix
Scale: Height
Scale: Massing
Appearance: Details
Appearance: 				
Materials						
(Not formally identified in By Design)

Sustainability
(not formally identified in By Design)

1. By Design
3.12

The table above sets out the objectives of good urban
design and the aspects of development form as set
out in ‘By Design’. The aspects of development form
are explored in more detail in Chapter 4 under the
design theme ‘Quality Design and Architecture’. The
diagram above to the right relates the 8 objectives of
urban design with the aspects of development form.

2. Design and Access Statements: 				
How to read, write and use them
3.13

Design and Access statements are an important part
of explaining how the design merits of a scheme
reflect recognised best practice principles of good
design such as those contained in ‘By Design’ and
the Urban Design Compendium 2. A design and
access statement allows applicants to explain the
design of their scheme in a structured manner. It is
an opportunity to demonstrate how the proposed
design solution has been developed, how it makes
a positive response to the site and its context and
how access has been given due consideration.
Design and access statements should be used at the
pre application stage and in support of a planning
application.

3.14

The statement must explain the design process that
has been completed to arrive at the proposed design
solution. It should show how the scheme has been
informed by a rigorous process which will include the
following steps
n Assessment
n Involvement
n Evaluation
n Design
The statement must also explain:
n Use - what buildings and spaces will be used
n Amount - How much will be built on the site
n 	Layout - How the buildings, public and private
spaces will be arranged on the site, and the
relationship between them and the buildings and
spaces around the site.
n 	Scale - How big buildings and spaces would be
(their height, width and length)
n 	Landscaping - How open spaces will be treated to
enhance and protect the character
n 	Appearance - What the buildings and spaces
will look like, for example, building materials,
architectural details and visualisations of proposals
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n 	Access

- The statement needs to include two
potential aspects of access. These are not separate
from one another and the statement should
demonstrate that all access issues have been
considered together
n 	Vehicular and transport links - Why access points
and routes have been chosen and how the site
responds to road layout and public transport
provision
n 	Inclusive access - How everyone can get to and
move through the place on equal terms regardless
of age, disability, ethnicity or social grouping.
The level of detail required for a design and access
statement will depend on the scale, context and
impact of the development that is proposed.

3.	Building for Life Questions (CABE &
Home Builders Federation)
Environment & Community
1. 	Does the development provide (or is it close to)
community facilities, such as a school, parks, play areas,
shops, pubs or cafés?
2. 	Is there an accommodation mix that reflects the needs
and aspirations of the local community?
3. 	Is there a tenure mix that reflects the needs of the local
community?
4. 	Does the development have easy access to public
transport?
5. 	Does the development have any features that reduce
its environmental impact?
Character
6. Is the design specific to the scheme?

4. Manual for Streets (MfS)
The main changes in the approach to street design
that MfS recommends are as follows:
na
 pplying a user hierarchy to the design process with

pedestrians at the top
ne
 mphasising a collaborative approach to the delivery

of streets
n r ecognising the importance of the community

function of streets as spaces for social interaction
np
 romoting an inclusive environment that recognises

the needs of people of all ages and abilities
n r eflecting and supporting pedestrian desire line in

networks and detailed designs

7. 	Does the scheme exploit existing buildings,landscape
or topography?

nc
 reating networks of streets that provide permeability

8. 	Does the scheme feel like a place with distinctive
character?

and connectivity to main destinations and a choice of
routes

9. 	Do the buildings and layout make it easy to find your
way around?

nm
 oving away from hierarchies of standard road types

10.	Are streets defined by a well-structured building
layout?

Mannual for streets

2

based on traffic flows and / or the number of buildings
served
nd
 eveloping street character types on a location specific

Streets, parking & pedestrianisation
11. 	Does the building layout take priority over the
streets and car parking, so that the highways do not
dominate?
12. 	Is the car parking well integrated and situated so it
supports the street scene?
13. Are the streets pedestrian, cycle and vehicle friendly?
14. 	Does the scheme integrate with existing streets,
paths and surrounding development?
15. 	Are public spaces and pedestrian routes overlooked
and do they feel safe?
Design & construction
16. 	Is public space well designed and does it have
suitable management arrangements in place?

basis with reference to both the place and movement
functions for each street
ne
 ncouraging innovation with a flexible approach to

street layouts and the use of locally distinctive, durable
and maintainable materials and street furniture
nu
 sing quality audit systems that demonstrate

how designs will meet key objectives for the local
environment
nd
 esigning to keep vehicle speeds at or below 20mph

on residential streets unless there are overriding
reasons for accepting higher speeds; and
nu
 sing the minimum of highway design features

necessary to make the street work properly

17. Do the buildings exhibit architectural quality?
18. 	Do internal spaces and layout allow for adaptation,
conversion or extension?
19. 	Has the scheme made use of advances in construction
or technology that enhance its performance, quality
and attractiveness?
20. 	Do buildings or spaces outperform statutory minima,
such as building regulations?
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“Staiths South Bank, Building for Life Silver Standard
winner 2005”

LDF Development Plan Polices
318

All developers will be expected to show how they
have had regard to the guidance contained within
this document in particular the relevant Borough
Wide Design Themes and Borough Wide Urban
Design Principles

All areas within Gateshead are covered by saved
Unitary Development Plan Policies (the UDP will be
replaced with the Local Development Framework)
which were adopted in 2007. A design statement
should refer to or quote the relevant planning policies
which apply to the development. Relevant policies
may cover, among other things:
n Land use
n 	Transport
n 	Interim uses
n 	Listed Buildings
n 	Ancient Monuments
n 	Archaeology
n 	Sites of Special Scientific Interest
n 	Local nature reserves
n 	Protected flora and fauna
n 	Nature conservation, countryside and green
strategies
n 	The need to provide public open space and /
or children’s play facilities within developments
(Open Space and Play Strategies)

6. Other relevant policy or guidance

Design Guidance

5. Gateshead Urban Design SPD
3.14

3.15

There may be other relevant National, Regional and
Council policies which may need to be referenced.
Considering policy will help in deciding the particular
mix of uses for a site and the amount of development
which is likely to be acceptable.

3.16

Other relevant policy or guidance may be contained
within:
n 	National and Regional Policy Guidance
n 	Planning Policy Statements
n 	Planning Policy Guidance Notes
n 	Regional Spatial Strategy

3.17

The requirements and guidance of other public
bodies may need to be taken into account. Relevant
bodies may include:
n 	Countryside Agency
n 	English Heritage
n 	Homes & Communities Agency
n 	Environment Agency
n 	Police Authority
n 	Natural England

3.19

There are a variety of guidance documents that can
be used to steer developers and their designers in
planning and designing development. They can be
prepared by public, private and other interest groups
although most are prepared by or for local authorities.
Appendix B outlines the type of documents that may
be prepared by developers or the LPA.

Consultation
3.20

Involving key stakeholders and the wider public in
the preparation of masterplans and development
briefs and planning applications for significant
development is essential. Gateshead Council
encourages developers to discuss their proposals
with neighbours and other interested parties prior
to submitting a formal application to enable issues
to be discussed and solutions found. The Council will
expect applicants to ensure that:
n 	The approach to community involvement
conforms to the principles and approaches
contained within the Council’s Statement of
Community Involvement
n 	Any supporting information is factually correct
and addresses all the planning implications of the
proposals
n 	The results of community involvement exercises
to be published and made widely available
n 	Planning applications contain a statement of
conformity that clearly shows how they have
complied with the Statement of Community 		
Involvement (SCI)

3.21

Consultation should be done as early as possible in
the planning and design stages of a development.
This means that issues can be discussed and solutions
found, which should reduce conflict and potential
delays at the formal planning application stage.

Ask, listen... act.
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3.24

The starting point for every development is a detailed
study of its physical context. A site appraisal will
involve the collection of qualitative and quantitative
data to establish a comprehensive profile of the site
and its context through a process of data collection,
survey and analysis.

PREPARE Context
3.22

Vision and Objectives
Developers will be expected to produce a clear
vision and set of objectives for the development
of their site. The vision for the site should include
physical information as well as a series of aspirations.
Development has the potential to fail if the vision is not
clear from the outset. In some case there may already
by a clear a vision or guidance for a particular site for
example through a development brief, master plan,
site allocations DPD or neighbourhood plan. In such
instances it will be important to ensure the applicants
objectives are clearly linked with the wider vision for an
area or particular site.

Project Brief
3.23

The project brief should clearly set out the aims and
aspirations of the client and demonstrate how the
principles of good design will be applied. Generally
it will include a series of statements relating to the
following issues:

Site Appraisal and Survey

3.25

Typically a site appraisal and survey will involve two
key stages:
1. Desktop study - A desktop study will include the
collection of data such as plans showing the site and
its surrounding area, aerial photographs and other
relevant information e.g. the identification of land
contamination, flood risk, public transport, listed
buildings, sites of archeological importance and
sites of nature conservation interest etc. It will also
involve identification of relevant land use planning
policies contained within the UDP and SPD.

3.26

2. Site Survey - A site survey will involve the collection
of data, such as townscape character, context,
views and vistas, and patterns of movement
(a comprehensive checklist can be found in the list
below). The survey will include a comprehensive
photographic record of the site and its context.

n 	Development proposals
n 	Method of procurement

Checklist for site survey:

n 	Sustainability
n 	Design Statement

Context
3.27 n 	What land use does the development site have?

n 	Functional requirements

n 	What are the adjacent land uses?

n 	Accessibility

n 	What are the local land use policies on the site and

n 	Community

the surrounding area?
n 	What type of infrastructure exists on and around
the site?
n 	What is the capacity of existing services available
such as gas, electricity, water etc?
n 	What facilities are within close proximity of the site
such as schools, shops, public transport etc?

Workshop sessions can be used at the outset of a
project to help identify important issues and decide
priorities.
The brief will be informed by the vision and objectives.
Objectives should be clear in order for site proposals
to be tested against the brief. Time should be spent
ensuring the brief is clear and indicates how the
project will develop over time

3.28

Geology, Contamination and Pollution
n Is there a history of mining?
n	Has the site been undermined or are there issues
with ground instability?
n	Is prior extraction of any remnant shallow coal
viable as a method of site remediation?
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3.29 n 	What are the soils, sub soils and rocks?

n 	Is

the ground contaminated or has the site had
a previous use that may have resulted in ground
contamination? Is a ground contamination survey
required?
n 	Is there a history of mining in the area? Has the site
been undermined or are there issues with ground
instability?
n 	Is the proposed development in an area where
there are unacceptable levels of air or water
pollution?
n 	Do any parts of the area or site suffer from noise? Is
a noise survey required?

3.30

Landscape Character
n 	What are the physical characteristics of the site
e.g. topography, existing buildings and structures,
watercourses and boundary etc?
n 	Is the site of archeological interest? Is an
archeological assessment or survey required?
n 	What is the ecology of the site and the surrounding
area?
n 	What is the microclimate of the site?
n 	Are there any trees on the site / is a tree survey
required ?
n 	What boundaries and barriers are there at the
edge of (or within) the area or site? (Further
information is contained within the Landscape
Character Assessment of Gateshead)
Built Form
did the site and the surrounding area
develop?
n 	What are the ages of buildings and structures?
n 	What sort of street layout does the area have?
n 	What distinctive architectural features and
building techniques contribute to the character of
the area?
n 	Is any part of the site in a Conservation Area?
n 	Are any buildings or structures listed for their
architectural or historic value?

3.32 n 	How

1. EXAMPLE SITE APPRAISAL - MOVEMENT

3.33

3.34

Movement
n 	What is the pattern of pedestrian movement in
and around the site?
n 	What is the area’s road network?
n 	What public transport routes and stops serve the
area?
n 	What facilities for cycling are there?
n 	What current proposals for roads, footpaths or
public transport might be relevant to future
development?
n 	Will a green travel plan be required?
Views and Vistas
n 	What is visible from particular points within or
around the site?
n 	Are there any notable narrow views or landmarks?
n 	What buildings or structures (on or visible from the
site) stand out from the background buildings?

2. EXAMPLE SITE APPRAISAL - LAND USE
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3. EXAMPLE SITE APPRAISAL - TOPOGRAPHY

n 	How

DESIGN Ideas

does the development relate to the street
and areas of public realm?
n 	What measures are in place to make movement
safe and attractive for all users?
n 	Does

3.35

The preparatory stages of a development project
provide the best opportunity for setting out some of
the initial design concepts for the development site.
It is important to illustrate how a development will
meet the vision and design aspirations for a site.

3.36

Concepts can be indicative and should convey
visually the 3 dimensional approach proposed.
They should be used to show the thinking behind
the urban design and architectural approach. The
images on the right show how initial design ideas
for a regeneration site in Gateshead were worked
up to produce a series of options and scale and
massing model. A similar approach should be used by
developers to formulate design ideas.

Draft Design and Access Statement
3.37

3.30

Gateshead Council recognises the importance of
and benefits of using Design and Access Statements
(DAS) for each stage of developer discussions with the
planning authority.
The DAS should include a written statement and
illustrations in sketch form to demonstrate how
the project brief, policy review and site appraisal
have informed the principal design concepts of the
development. Particular emphasis should be given to
demonstrating how the key objectives of good urban
design have been translated into the development
proposals. These may include:
Character:
n 	How does the development respond to and
reinforce positive elements of the local townscape
and landscape character?
n 	How does the development establish a strong
sense of place?
Built form
n 	How does the development respond to and
reinforce the built form character of the area?
n 	How does the scale, form, layout, continuity and
enclosure establish an appropriate structure to the
development?

the development provide safe, attractive
and clearly defined public and private spaces?
n 	Does the development provide high quality
amenity areas?
n 	What measures have been adopted to avoid the
public realm being dominated by parked vehicles?
n 	Does the development include high quality
landscape proposals? Is the hard and soft
landscaping easily maintained?
Movement
n 	How does the development promote accessibility
and permeability by making places connect and
easy to move through?
n 	What measures are in place to make movement
safe and attractive for all users?

in their design, including, where appropriate,
provisions for accessing green space, cultural
facilities, transport options, exercise and healthy
food. This can be done in the Design and Access
Statement.

4. EXAMPLE DESIGN IDEAS - CHARACTER AREAS /
MOVEMENT

5. EXAMPLE DESIGN IDEAS - SKETCH PROPOSALS

Legibility
n 	Does the development include gateways,
landmarks, identifiable nodes etc?
Public Art
n 	How has public art been incorporated within the
development proposals
n 	How have artists worked with the developer
during the design process
Safety and security
n 	How has safety and security been addressed?
n 	Does the development provide for natural
surveillance of public and private spaces?
Sustainability
does the development minimise resource
consumption?
n 	How can Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems
(SUDS) be incorporated?
n 	How

Health
n 	Consider how the proposed development
will contribute to the health and well being of
Communities.
n 	For major applications, developers are required
to demonstrate how health has been considered
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8. EXAMPLE DESIGN IDEAS - OPTION3

3.32

Where there is already site-specific guidance in existence,
the content of the DAS should reflect the content and
structure of the most recent design guidance or design
code. For example; projects within Conservation Areas
having to respond to a higher degree of local control and
a corresponding need to demonstrate an understanding
and response to character as defined in any Conservation
Area Management Plans; proposals that impact on the
Tyne Gorge will need to have early consideration of the
visual impact on the setting to the historic bridge heads
as set out in the Tyne Gorge Urban Landscape Study.
We expect developers to use an initial draft design and
access statement at a pre application stage and later
drafts throughout the development management
process.

3.38

At the early stages of any project, the design and
access statement provides evidence on the level of
understanding and analysis relating to the site and
its wider context. The most informative examples
within the Borough have included the initial project
brief as provided by the ‘client’ as well as a record
of the pre application discussions between local
planning authority and developer / agents. During
this stage the developer will need to consider how
the development proposals will fulfil detailed design
requirements such as Code for Sustainable Homes,
Lifetime Homes, HCA quality standards etc.

6. EXAMPLE DESIGN IDEAS - OPTION1

7. EXAMPLE DESIGN IDEAS - OPTION2

9. EXAMPLE DESIGN IDEAS - SCALE AND MASSING
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REVIEW Testing
3.39

Having worked up initial design ideas and concepts
the developer should present these to the local
authority for discussion and feedback. This should be
a viewed as a two stage process engaging with the
relevant experts within the LPA to help influence and
refine the development proposals. All proposals for
development will be expected to conform with the
generic design advice contained in chapter 5 of this
document.

3.45

North East Design Review
3.40

Design Review is a respected method of improving the
quality of new development by offering constructive,
impartial and expert advice. Design Review panel
meetings allow local authorities, clients, developers
and design teams to present their schemes at the preplanning stage to a panel of experts from the built
environment sector and benefit from the discussion
and constructive advice of the panel.

3.41

The North East Design Review consists of a panel of
respected built environment professionals providing
expertise from a range of fields including: Development,
Architecture, Engineering, Planning, Landscape
Architecture, Urban Design, Public Art and local
planning.

3.42

The North East Design Review Panel, along with other
design review services around the country, is affiliated
with Design Council CABE forming a national network
of design review panels, providing local planning
authorities with access to independent practical design
advice.

3.43

Gateshead Council actively supports the NE Design
Review Panel and expects developers for significant
major and strategic development proposals to take
part in the process. The Council will through the pre
application process identify and inform developers at
the earliest possible stage whether their development
proposal should be presented to the NE design Review
Panel North East Design Review Panel.

3.44

In order to understand and evaluate proposed
developments it may be necessary to provide the
LPA with computer visualisations of a scheme.
Visual Impact Assessment (VIA) refers to a systematic
analysis of potential impacts to scenery and views
(positive and negative impacts) resulting from a
proposed development. Developers will be expected

Virtual Newcastle Gateshead (VNG) is a joint venture
between Northumbria University, Newcastle City
Council and Gateshead Council to create an accurate
three-dimensional digital model of the urban core
areas of both Newcastle and Gateshead. The VNG
model offers a unique opportunity by providing
developers and architects with the means to
accurately assess the impact of design proposals
within their urban context. The Council encourages
developers to use the VNG model to utilise this
resource to undertake a visual impact assessment of
their proposal and demonstrate how it will contribute
in a positive way to the overall townscape quality of
the area. Further information about the VNG model
and services available cna be found at http://www.
virtualng.co.uk

DELIVERY Implementation
Reserved Matters & Submission of Details
3.49

3.46

3.47

Financial considerations and assumptions should be
based upon a realistic sketch design stage proposals
and, where possible an informed cost plan, and
elemental breakdown. This can ensure that any
proposals are not only based on sound commercial
principles but that the assumptions are used to
inform the planning context for the site and that the
implications for any changes in costs and / or design
are clearly understood by the planning authority.
It can also be useful to include some of these details in
pre application discussions.

3.50

Compliance with approved plans is an important
element of the development process. The Council will
monitor compliance with approved plans, conditions,
and details and carry out regular site visits at the
beginning of construction to ensure conditions are
complied with in practice.

MONITORING Review
3.52
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It is essential that the applicant / developer inform
the Council of any changes following planning
permission being granted at the construction stage to
ensure that there is no breach of parameters, principle
or conditions of the original permission. It is also vital
to ensure that good design is retained. Changes
can be dealt with in a number of ways. Where
appropriate urban design officers will be involved in
the consideration of any amendment.

Enforcement of Conditions
3.51

The Council recognises the challenges related to
making development proposals financially viable and
the impact that design and provision of high quality
green infrastructure can have on viability. We will
therefore encourage an ‘open book’ approach with
developers where appropriate to inform detailed
negotiations with the LPA.
Research in the UK by various organisations has
demonstrated a clear relationship between urban
design and enhanced value - economic, social and
environmental. This research has concluded that
better urban design adds value by increasing the
economic viability of development; by delivering
enhanced social benefits; and by encouraging more
environmentally supportive development (What
Value urban design? Urban Design International 2002

Developers are encouraged to submit as much
information as possible regarding proposed details
and materials rather than deal with this through
applications for reserved matters.

Relationship to existing permission

Development Appraisal and Viability

3.48

Newcastle Gateshead VNG

\ The value handbook - CABE). Where viability is used
as an argument for reducing the overall quality of a
proposals the developer will be expected to provide
clear proof of viability. In certain circumstances the
Council may seek independent expert advice on the
financial appraisal submitted by the developer to
corroborate this information.

to use 3D computer models of Gateshead Centre
to illustrate development proposals and assess the
impact of their developments on the key views
and vistas. For more information on 3D contextual
modelling guidance for all major development within
Gateshead please refer to Appendix.

The Council will review some completed schemes
through a process of design review. In particular
Building for Life criteria will be used to review the
quality of completed housing schemes. Major
development projects will also be reviewed to
assist and inform future policies and gain a better
understanding of the effectiveness of existing policies.
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4.0 Borough Wide Design Objectives

Part 2

PART 2

This chapter sets out key design objectives which will assist in the delivery of quality places in line with Policy 17 of the emerging Core Strategy and Vision 2030 (Sustainable
Community Strategy). These design objectives provide further guidance for developers on how they can formulate proposals which will address various elements of
different policies within the emerging Core Strategy Policies including:

Policy 15 Health and Wellbeing
n

Ensuring development contributes to health and well being

Policy 17 Promoting Place Making
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Responding to and enhancing local distinctiveness
Ensuring architectural and design quality
The creation of high quality and interactive places
Responding to views and vistas
Protecting, sustaining and enhancing heritage assets
Development along the River Tyne water front
Incorporating public art within development proposals
Distinctiveness, integration and setting

Policy 18 Green Infrastructure and Natural Environment
n

Ensuring new development protects and enhances existing green infrastructure

How to use this section
8 design objectives have been identified which relate to the delivery of the above policies.
4.1	deals with quality design and architecture looking at the aspects of development form and how these relate to the Gateshead context. Guidance is provided on
different building types and key design considerations that should be considered.
4.2 	examines how development can respond to and enhance local distinctiveness this section draws on urban character study identifying specific characteristics within
the Borough areas which define local distinctiveness.
4.3 identifies the primary gateways and routeways throughout the Borough explaining how the Council will encourage high quality development along these routes.
4.4 	refers to the Council’s aspirations for quality waterfront development.
Streets, public spaces and the connections between these are covered in section 4.5.
Public art has been particularly important for Gateshead 4.6 identifies various ways in which developers can integrate public art within their proposals.
4.7 considers how developers should respond to the Borough’s distinct topography and the potential impact of tall buildings on skylines.
All of these objectives are cross referenced where appropriate with national guidance, criteria and checklists ( highlighted in a grey box) the Borough wide design
objectives are cross referenced with the urban design criteria in part 3.
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4.0 Borough Wide Design
Objectives
4.1	QUALITY DESIGN &
		 ARCHITECTURE

Guidance on the aspects of development form, how
developers should address these and their relevance
to Gateshead

4.2 ENRICH THE EXISTING

How development can respond to and enhance local
distinctiveness

4.3 GATEWAYS & ROUTES

Primary gateways and routeways and how
development can improve these

4.4 WATERFRONT
		 DEVELOPMENT

Creating high quality waterfront development

4.5 PUBLIC SPACES, STREETS 		
		 AND CONNECTIONS

The importance of attractive high quality spaces,
streets and the connections between these

4.6 ARTS & CREATIVITY

The role public art has in contributing towards a sense
of place

4.7 SKYLINE & TOWNSCAPE

Responding to the Boroughs distinctive topography
and ensuring development’s contribute positively to
the skyline
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D4.1		quality design and
architecture			
Relevant Core Strategy Policy:

Relevant Plave Making Principles:

POLICY 17 PROMOTING PLACE MAKING

1. 	REINFORCING LOCAL
CHARACTER AND IDENTITY

Relevant saved UDP Policy:

4.1

POLICY DC1 ENVIRONMENT

2. CONTINUITY & ENCLOSURE

POLICY ENV3 CHARACTER AND DESIGN

3. 	STREET LAYOUT & EASE OF
MOVEMENT

If places are to be used and cherished they must be
safe, comfortable, varied and attractive. They also need
to be distinctive and offer variety, choice and fun.
At the heart of good urban design, is making places
for people. Good design can help create lively places,
with distinctive character; streets and public spaces
that are safe, accessible, pleasant to use and human in
scale; and which foster a sense of civic pride.

4.4

There is an important interdependence between
buildings and the lives of people. Individually
buildings house many human activities, collectively
they define the image, quality and perception of a
place. The buildings we build today will be our legacy
for the future and provide the means by which future
generations will judge our values and ambitions.
Buildings, then, must meet not only the most basic
of our practical needs, but also respond to the social
and cultural values to which we collectively aspire. It is
the purpose of architecture to meet these needs and
aspirations in ways which make buildings memorable
and enjoyable places.

4.5

The emerging core strategy refers to ‘rasing the bar’ in
terms of urban design, architectural quality and the
conservation of the historic environment. Reflecting
this aim the Council will seek to promote architectural
and design excellence throughout the Borough
and seek to secure the highest possible quality of
built environment that will enhance and promote a
positive image and create a ‘strong sense of place’.

4. PUBLIC REALM
5. LEGIBILITY
6. DIVERSITY
7. BUILDING DESIGN & MATERIALS

4.2

4.3

Good quality, well designed buildings and spaces
enhance and enrich their occupants’ activities and
lives and promote their well being and health; they
make a positive contribution to the urban fabric; they
sustain and protect the environment and provide an
opportunity for investment.

The following section sets out how the different
aspects of development form (as identified in ‘By
Design’) should be considered when formulating
development proposals. These aspects of
development form are related to the Gateshead
context and practical examples of development
proposals which have sought to address these.
Developers will be expected to demonstrate
through their Design and Access Statement how
the aspects of ‘development form’, as outlined in By
Design; Towards Better Places, have been addressed.
These include layout, appearance, landscape, density
& mix, scale. Architectural form and composition
are two additional components which need to be
successfully addressed in any proposal.
Further guidance on these aspects of development
form is provided in the following section.
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8. PUBLIC ART

4

LAYOUT (URBAN STRUCTURE)

7

DEFINITION - Urban structure is the elements which make
up a place - blocks, streets, buildings, open space and
landscape - and how they fit together. It applies to all places
- to the centre and the suburb and everything in between
and to the city, town and village.
Urban structure relates to the framework of routes and
spaces that connect locally and more widely. The layout
provides the basic plan on which all other aspects of the
form and uses of a development depend.
Proposals for the Freight Depot site in Gateshead. Large
scale residential development which seeks to create an
exemplar neighbourhood. Blocks have been arranged in a
grid pattern which allows for a network of interconnected
streets and routes.
This image shows the town centre area of Gateshead and
its fragmented structure which has been severed in part
by major road infrastructure

5

LAYOUT (URBAN GRAIN)

8

DEFINITION - The pattern of the arrangement of streets,
blocks, plots and their buildings in a settlement.
The degree to which an area’s pattern of blocks and
plot subdivisions is respectively small and infrequent
(fine grain), or large and infrequent (coarse grain)
The Sunniside (Sunderland) Planning and Design
Framework provides a detailed masterplan to guide
future development of the eastern part of Sunnside.
Different sized blocks create a varied urban grain but
generally respond to the fine grain of Sunniside. Proposed
development is designed to integrate and connect with
the existing urban form. Narrower blocks and smaller
plots are located closer to the historic area of Sunniside
respecting the established urban grain.
This image shows the established urban grain in the
Bensham area of Gateshead which has a small and fine
grain of blocks.

6

APPEARANCE (DETAIL)
DEFINITION - The craftmanship, building techniques,
decoration, styles and lighting on a building or structure.
This relates to all the individual elements of a building e.g
the bricks, windows, balconies, roofscape and the rhythm of
a facade.
Specialist printing on glazed panels has been used to
great effect on this development. An artist was involved
in producing the design for the print.
Window detail of apartment bock at Ochre Yards,
Gateshead.
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9

10

APPEARANCE (MATERIALS)

Borneo Sporenburg, Amsterdam

12

DEFINITION - The texture, colour pattern and durability of
materials. The richness of a building lies in its use of materials
which contribute to the attractiveness of its appearance
and the character of an area. Urban structure relates to the
framework of routes and spaces that connect locally and
more widely. The layout provides the basic plan on which
all other aspects of the form and uses of a development
depend.
Zinc cladding has been used to great effect on this
town house in Amsterdam. Panels have been arranged
in a ‘diamond pattern’ which adds interest. Zinc is a high
quality durable material than can be used to create range
of different patterns and effects.
This is a modern residential development at Axwell Park. A
simple complimentary palette of materials has been used
included timber, white render, and composite cladding.

11

13

LANDSCAPE
DEFINITION - The character and appearance of land
including it’s shape, form, ecology, natural features, colours
and elements, and the way these components combine.
This includes all open space, including it’s planting,
boundaries and treatment.
The improvements to Sunniside Gardens have resulted
in the transformation of the gardens into an attractive
green space with illuminated fountains. High quality
black granite setts have been used alongside granite/
polished granite bins, seating and granite paving. The
mirror sculpture based on the hull of a ship by Dr Laura
Johnston is an important piece of public which acts as a
focal point for the improved space.
Batlic Square is an important public space on Gateshead Quays
which provides a flexible space capable accommodating a
range of different events. High quality stone and concrete
paving has been used with a bespoke lighting scheme.

Sunnisde Gardens, Sunderland
14

DENSITY AND MIX
dph
dwellings per hectare

hrh
habitable rooms per hectare

pph
people per hectare

DEFINITION-The amount of development on a given piece of
land and the range of uses. Density influences the intensity
of development, and in combination with the mix of uses
can affect a place’s vitality and viability. A mix of different
densities have been achieved on this new neighbourhood
development at Java Boreno Sporenburg in Amsterdam.
High density apartment blocks are mixed with medium to
high density townhouses. High quality landscaping provides
important communal public spaces for residents.
A mix of different densities have been achieved
on this new neighbourhood development at Java
Boreno Sporenburg in Amsterdam. High density
apartment blocks are mixed with medium to high
density townhouses. High quality landscaping provides
important communal public spaces for residents..
Density can be expressed in a variety of ways as shown
in this diagram
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Borneo Sporenburg, Amsterdam

15

SCALE (MASSING)

Living quarters, Manchester

18

DEFINITION - A building’s mass, or shape, is defined by its
component parts, including the size of its footprint and
number of storeys height of parapet or ridge, or any of
these in combination. Massing is the three - dimensional
expression of the amount of development on a given piece
of land.
This 6 storey mixed use block addresses the corner
and responds to the established scale of surrounding
buildings. An additional floor of accommodation is
incorporated on the sixth floor but the visual impact of
this is reduced by setting the accommodation back from
the eaves / parapet.

Proposed Gateshead Boulevard

16

Virtual Newcastle Gateshead

This is a computer generated image of the proposed
boulevard in Gateshead which will be built following the
removal of the Gateshead Highway flyover. Modelling
work has been undertaken to establish an appropriate
scale for future development adjacent to the boulevard.

SCALE (HEIGHT)

Malmo BoO1 City of Tomrrow

19

DEFINITION - Scale is the size of a building in relation to its
surroundings or the size of parts of a building or its details,
particularly in relation to the size of a person. Height can be
expressed in metres, number of floors, height of parapet
or ridge; any of these in combination; a ratio of building
height to street or space width; height relative to particular
landmarks or background buildings or strategic views.

This tower block forms part of a new urban district in
Malmo The tower acts as an focal point aiding legibility
and providing strong landmark for the neighbourhood.
This is the only tall residential tower in the neighbourhood
and height has purposefully been used to draw attention
to the new district.
Extract from VNG model which shows the new residential
tower blocks adjacent to the BALTIC, Gateshead. The scale of
the new build blocks were designed to reflect the height of the
BALTIC in a complementary manner.

17

The SAGE, Gateshead

ARCHITECTURAL FORM

20

DEFINITION - Architectural form relates to the shape, overall
expression and design of a building. It can be highly complex
in terms of structural complexity or simple in terms of sculptural
form and shape. Form, and the process of design by which
architects seek form, presume a degree of innovation.
Distinctive architectural form is achieved in this
development through the use of angled lines and a
triangular shape. The unusual form of the building
creates a contrasting piece of architecture within a
traditional garden square.
The SAGE, Gateshead - This internationally acclaimed
building is a striking piece of architecture. The shape and
form of the structure with its curving roof and facade is
arguably the most defining feature of the building.
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St Paul’s Cathedral Visitor Centre, London

ARCHITECTURAL COMPOSITION

21

22

DEFINITION - Mass and space (solid and void) are the raw materials
of architectural form; from them the architect creates an ordered
expression through the process of composition. Composition
is the organisation of the whole out of its parts - the conception
of single elements, the interrelating of these elements, and the
relating them to the total form.
New residential block in Helsinki, Finland. Variety of
window aperture sizes have been arranged in what at
first appears to be a random pattern but is regular pattern
of horizontal and vertical window openings. This pattern
of window openings defines the external appearance of
the block adding architectural interest.
Railway working men’s club - Victorian building which has
been restored and converted for mixed use. Fenestration
is arranged in a symmetrical way and openings relate well
to the scale of the block.

The Railway Club, Gateshead

Vuosaari, Finland

DEVELOPING PROPOSALS BASED ON THE ASPECTS OF DEVELOPMENT FORM
The following series of images is an extract from a
masterplan in Strabane, Northern Ireland showing
potential development on a vacant site within the
town centre. It demonstrates how a development
proposal should be considered at a range of scales

in relation to the surrounding area and adjacent
buildings. It also shows how the different aspects of
development form as described above need to be
considered and translated into a scheme.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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INTERNATIONAL
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Malmo, Bo01, City of Tomorrow

‹ relates to images on previous page

1. 	It is important to consider how the proposals
relate to the wider area and the context of an area.
This means considering the urban structure of the
wider area beyond the site boundaries.
2. 	An appreciation of the urban grain and plot
sizes of the locality should be used to inform the
proposals whilst recognising the proposed use of
the development.

4. 	The space around any proposed new development
is important and provides the setting within which
the development will sit. High quality landscaping
hard and soft landscaping will help ensure an
attractive environment and public realm.
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6. & 7 	How the development reads in relation to
adjacent buildings must be considered.
The aim should be to try and create continuity
and enclosure to the street.
Using modelling software such as sketchup or the
Virtual NewcastleGateshead model will greatly
assist the Council in understanding and assessing
development proposals. Modelling proposals also
allows for developments to be fully explained by the
developer justifying a particular design approach.
Malmo and Granary Wharf are examples of large scale
place making. Different aspects of development for
such as layout, appearance, materials, landscape and
architectural form are manifested in many different
buildings and spaces and in a way which works
towards creating a place which fulfils the objectives
of good urban design. The Jury’s Inn from Gateshead
is an example of one building in the Gateshead Quays
area where larger scale place making has radically
transformed the area.

Granary Wharf, Holbeck Urban Village, Leeds
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Jurys Inn, Gateshead Quays, Gateshead
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LOCAL

3. 	Consideration of the appearance of a building in
terms of materials and details is important. In this
example the corner has been given prominence
with the use of a contrasting colour and projecting
detail.

5 & 8. 	The relationship of the proposed development
to the street is an important consideration
both in terms of how the development will
animate the street and the scale /height of the
development in relation to street width.

NATIONAL

Developing proposals
based on the objectives
of good urban design

Building Types
4.6

Different building types can bring a range of different
design issues. In recognition of this the following
section sets out design guidance for different building
typologies including employment, housing, transport
infrastructure, retail, hospital, public / civic and
education.

4.7

There are a series of common design issues and
considerations which should be taken into account
when preparing design proposals for any of these
building typologies. Developers should consider the
following when preparing proposals for development:
the development proposals are
underpinned by the principles of sustainable and
inclusive design
n 	Be informed by a thorough understanding of the
character and setting of an area and respond to
the context of a site. Plot sizes and built density
should relate to context.
n 	Address the needs of the whole community given
due consideration to complex issue of density and
importance of mixed use neighbourhoods
n 	Provide facilities and services which build on
enhance those already available
n 	Ensure that parking is designed to be safe
and secure, is convenient and enhances the
appearance and function of streetscape.
n 	Give careful consideration to the way in which
blocks will function such as block dimensions,
fronts and backs, access to the rear of buildings
and designing for corners.
n 	Include a public realm strategy to ensure high
quality attractive streets and public spaces
between dwellings.
n 	Maintain common building lines along road
frontages with buildings having a clear relationship
with their neighbours
n 	Demonstrate how the design will create
attractive spaces around buildings, in particular
consideration should be given to the following:
n the street in section
n movement space
n well integrated parking
n hard and soft landscaping
n public and private spaces.

EMPLOYMENT

RETAIL

HOSPITAL

n 	Ensuring

HOUSING

PUBLIC / CIVIC

TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE

EDUCATION
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4.9

Where people live has a major effect on their lives.
The quality of life that individuals enjoy can be directly
related to the quality of place they live in. In recent
decades the process of mass housing construction
has led to increasingly bland and standardised
solutions. One of the main issues house builders
and developers must address is making residential
development more sustainable. All too often new
residential development is not well connected to
local services and promotes dependency on the car.
It is essential to encourage walking, cycling and the
use of public transport and allow easy access for
everyone - including people without a car.

Consider the type of environment the layout will create - is it
dominated by parked cars? are there public spaces? is it well
connected to the surrounding area?
Landscape

4.10

4.11

To ensure high quality urban design and fulfil the
Council’s vision for new residential development
should be designed to ensure choice in accordance
with Core Strategy Policy 13 (Ensuring a balanced
housing stock). Consideration should be given to
flexible homes which can be adapted over time and
which have good storage provision. Private amenity
space is an important aspect of providing a quality
residential environment and should be incorporated
with all types of residential developments including
flats.

Density & mix
The main aim should be to create a mixed neighbourhood
with a range of homes for people of all ages and economic
status. Density should be appropriate in terms of the context
of a site.
Scale

Vauban, Freigburg, Germany
Vauban was built as “ a sustainable model district”
all houses are built to a low energy consumption
standard with 100 units design to Passivhaus low
energy building standards. A distinct colour scheme
has been used to add diversity and create a varied
neighbourhood.
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Different building heights can add visual and architectural
interest.
Appearance
Individual elements of a building e.G the bricks, windows
etc are an integral part of the overall quality of housing.
To achieve quality these elements need to be well
designed and arranged in a way which relates to the rest
of the building. Architectural style (e.g. local vernacular) and
materials, finishes and colours are also important.
Sustainability
Through the code for sustainable homes the government
has set a national standard for addressing the sustainability
of new homes.

Allerton Bywater, Leeds
All new homes built to date have met the EcoHomes
‘Excellent’ standard. Work is underway on the Miller
Homes’ development of 197 homes (including
39 affordable shared-ownership homes delivered
through the Home Housing Group) designed around
a HomeZone streetscape which gives equal priority
to pedestrians and car users. Developer Fleming
Fusion has completed a 23-home development that
won a Building for Life gold award in 2007.
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Other matters to consider when preparing proposals
for new housing include:
n 	The provision of Lifetime and wheelchair homes
in accordance with Policy 13 (Ensuring a Balanced
Housing Stock).

Staiths Southbank, Gateshead
This development demonstrates how volume house
builders can adapt a standard product to provide
more bespoke housing with diversity to elevation
treatments. The entire scheme is based on home
zone principles and a resident interaction in attractive
public spaces and shared courtyards. Recognised
nationally Staiths Soutbank demonstrates that there
is no reasons why quality residential design cannot
be secured throughout the Borough.
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LOCAL

Developers should consider how their proposals
accord with the Building for Life Criteria and should
aim to achieve either a silver or gold standard.
Further guidance on how Design Quality Standards
will be applied to development proposals is contained
within Appendix A.

Housing schemes which do not include adequate public
and open space will not create an attractive environment to
live in. Not just quantity also about the location and quality
of design

NATIONAL

Residential development across the Borough must
contribute towards creating high quality sustainable
communities. It is important developers understand
the specific housing and related issues in Gateshead.
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Layout

INTERNATIONAL

New Housing
4.8

4.13

4.15

Swiss Re Tower, London
An iconic piece of architecture on the London skyline
which incorporates active frontages at ground floor
level with café’s and restaurants which promote and
encourage interaction between people working
within the building and those from the surrounding
area.
30

i6, Charlotte Square, Newcastle
Historic buildings often provide attractive spaces
for employment purposes. In this example a
contemporary insertion provides internal circulation
space and provides an attractive feature which adds
to the historic buildings.
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Landscape
Management and maintenance issues are important to
address particularly in relation to new business parks and
industrial estates

Creating successful retail schemes that balance good
design, stakeholder satisfaction, retailers requirements
and sustainability is not an easy task. The council
recognise the importance of understanding retailer
needs and working with developers to ensure quality
design solutions. A key component to a successful
retail schemes is the creation of a distinctive place
and destination in it’s own right. The British Retail
Consortium (BRC) report ‘21st Century High Street’
published in 2009 recognises that high streets play a
crucial role at the heart of the community, but warns
that they need to evolve. The BRC report set out six
core headings including creating a unique sense of
place and an attractive public realm, accessibility and
safety and security.
With rising costs associated with travel, rising car usage
for shopping trips, and the demand for convenience,
competition between shopping places is growing
and failure to provide an integrated transport and
shopping experience will affect competitiveness.
Shopping must not be bland and uneventful,
but rather an emotionally engaging episode.
Even more radical, progressive and exceptional
designs are expected within shopping places.
The need for identity and experience places even
greater emphasis on investment, quality, active
management and marketing of the public realm.
Art in public spaces will be a tool for fostering identity
and civic pride, recognising the vital role culture plays
in ensuring lively and vigorous places.
Layout
Creating the correct ‘retail circuit’ which responds to context
and stimulates pedestrian activity is important. High quality
active frontage helps to provide natural surveillance which
creates a feeling of safety and security whilst at the same
time allowing retailers to advertise and sell goods.
Landscape
‘Placemaking’essentially lies at the heart of any retail scheme.
Public realm is critical in terms of enhancing the retail
experience to create a highly differentiated environment.
Density & mix
Encouragement of a mix of uses helps to bring much
needed diversity and choice to town centres.

Density & Mix
Workplaces can be more than just a place of work. Consider
mixing compatible uses where possible to create a more
varied, convivial and sustainable environment

Scale
Large scale box-like retail sheds should be discouraged.
Considering scale (in terms of both height and massing) is
one way of adding interest and adding design quality

SCALE
Height and massing of employment blocks will be
influenced by a variety of factors but the same considerations
for all development should be applied such as density, size
of buildings in relation to it’s surroundings etc.
Appearance
Some of the most striking architecture and innovative
use of colours, texture and pattern is found on new build
employment blocks.

Retail
4.16

4.17

LOCAL

Layout
Workplaces should be located close to transport hubs and
so they are accessible by a wide range of transport modes
and exhibit a strong positive relationship withsurrounding
areas, services and facilities.
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NATIONAL

4.14

Poorly located and designed places of work are not
only bad for the wider environment, they are also bad
for business. Research undertaken by CABE shows
that good design and careful planning to create a high
quality environment can raise the profile of businesses
and improve access to potential customers and
markets.
A high quality workplace can act as a catalyst for the
regeneration of the wider area. In Gateshead examples
such as ‘Maingate’ at the Team Valley Industrial Estate
show how a mix of uses and emphasis on place making
can create an attractive hub for an employment area
and sense of place. The presence of a range of both
public and transport facilities and road access for
private cars is an important factor. Management and
maintenance need to be considered at an early stage
in order to ensure an attractive environment to attract
and retain business.
Differentiation is also important to ensure the success
of an employment led development. This can be done
in terms of design, landscape and inclusion of public
art. Differentiation helps in terms of commercial sense
providing something different to other employment
led developments. It can also help bring character
and identity to a development. All too frequently the
type of development associated with this land use is
lacking in imagination. Character and the creation of
a sense of a place are important in terms of providing
this differentiation.
Culture and the arts have an important role to play in
achieving ‘differentiation’, sense of place and creating
an enhanced environment in which to work.

INTERNATIONAL

Employment
4.12

Maingate, Team Valley, Gateshead
Provides a ‘hub’ for workers in the Team Valley
Industrial Estate with shops, cafes and a gym.

Appearance
Designs need to respond to the unique character of an area
rather than the retailer’s requirement for a large shed. Mall
architecture has often led to large unsympathetic sheds
surrounded by a sea of car parking.
Sustainability
Sustainability is a major force for change with significant
implications for the future of all shopping places. Retailers
have their own sustainability targets and buildings can be
assessed via BRE standards.

Sustainability
Workplaces should contribute to the achievement of
sustainable development minimise energy use through
design, both during construction and occupation.
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4.20

NATIONAL
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4.19
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Designing education buildings can be a complex
process. There are often a wide range of stakeholders
and the absence of collaboration between different
and diverse groups can result in mediocre, uninspiring
environments.
The physical fabric of a school or educational
building affects its activities and how it functions. Its
architecture shapes the way the building looks and
feels to the people inside and the wider community.
It determines how the spaces can be used over the
lifetime of the building and the degree to which it can
adapt to new needs in the future. It therefore justifies
investing time at the early stage in getting the design
of an education facility right; without this involvement
there is a risk of missing out on an opportunity.
CABE have identified an eight stage process to follow
when preparing proposals for school buildings which
can be applied to all forms of education developments.

Fuji School, Japan
An innovative way of providing play space on the roof
of an infant school in Japan.
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6 REFINEMENT

1 INITIATION
2 PREPARATION
3 BID / APPROVALS

7 APPOINTMENT
8 CONSTRUCTION

4 DEVELOPMENT
5 SELECTION

NATIONAL

Peek & Cloppenburg Mall, Cologne
A striking corner retail unit which engages with the
street and gives glimpses of the activities inside the
building.

Education
4.18

INTERNATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL
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Layout
Buildings should not be positioned in the middle of a site in
a location which does not allow them to be fully integrated
with the existing urban form. The building should be
considered in relation the surrounding area, external routes,
boundaries and spaces.
Landscape
It is important to incorporate a variety of outdoor spaces for
a variety of different student social activities, interest ranges
and group sizes. Outdoor learning and sports facilities
should be incorporated within landscaping proposals.

Paradise Street, Liverpool One, Liverpool
Liverpool One is a large scale retail development
from its inception it has been driven by an ethos of
quality urban design and large scale place making
with an emphasis on retail-led expansion which has
transformed the centre of Liverpool.
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Scale
It is important to consider the height and massing of the
building from both operational and physical perspectives
and whether the building will create well proportioned
internal and external spaces.
Appearance
It is important that the development creates an inspiring
building which will strengthen the image of education and
act as a landmark

Trinity Square, Gateshead
The mixed use redevelopment of Gateshead Town
Centre will help reinvigorate the town centre creating
and seeks to combine quality architecture with
attractive public spaces and routes.

Sustainability
Consider how different environmental strategies and
sutainable construction methods will be deployed to
minimise energy and carbon emissions. BREEAM Education
helps schools and further education colleges to set
environmental targets. Sustainability measures can be used
to illustrate issues and solutions in relation to CO2 emissions.
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Cardinal Hume School Gateshead
A modern teaching and learning environment this
school won a Civic trust award in 2008. The central
courtyard provides a striking feature. Situated at the
heart of the building, it is the main point of orientation
through the school and includes a restaurant and a
library, giving easy access to all.

LOCAL

LOCAL
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Density & mix
Primary and secondary education facilities tend to be
single use blocks but all education facilities can potentially
incorporate other uses such as A1 and A3 uses that are
accessible to the wider public.

Bridge Academy, Hackney,
London Bridge Academy’s seven storey structure fits
15,500m² of learning and recreational space into a
tight 6,000m² inner city site in the London Borough
of Hackney. Every inch of outdoor space is utilised
to the maximum, the ground is displaced upwards
creating a wide variety of external space for use by
the students.

4.21
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Moorfields Eye Hospital, London
The main elevation incorporates a striking glass
façade with a flowing pattern of aluminium solar
control louvre blades - inspired by the idea of a
wheeling flock of birds
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1 GOOD INTEGRATED DESIGN
2 PUBLIC OPEN SPACE
3 A CLEAR PLAN
4 A SINGLE RECEPTION POINT

Transport infrastructure
4.22

4.23

NATIONAL

In health facilities good design can help improve
services, allowing for efficiency, flexibility of use and
simple control of comfort levels to improve patient
and staff experience. The most successful new
healthcare buildings achieve an atmosphere in which
patients feel relaxed and the workforce more content.
Work by CABE suggests that the quality of environment
can contribute to each phase of healthcare through:
prevention (by providing opportunities for exercise,
promoting personal safety and reducing stress),
intervention (by ensuring that all health care buildings
are designed around the needs of patients and the
staff, as an integral part of the therapeutic effort) and
recovery (by producing high quality environments
that assist and accelerate healing). Public art has
been used extensively within health buildings.
There a considerable body of evidence which shows
considerable benefits it brings to patients and those
recovering from illness or operations. CABE suggest
there are 10 key elements to creating good health
care buildings.

INTERNATIONAL

Health

5 CIRCULATION AND WAITING AREAS

4.3.3

Many people forget that not only does the built
environment include buildings to work, live, care,
play and learn in, but also the means by which we
reach these buildings. Stations, car parks, metro
stations and transport interchanges can all have a
significant impact on the perception of a place. It is
important to consider the quality of pedestrian and
cycle routes to and from public transport nodes and
how these can also be designed to create a high
quality experience. Consideration should be given
to lighting, safety, security and incorporating public
art to ‘enliven’ environments where appropriate.
The design of buildings related to transport
infrastructure is also important and sometimes
underplayed. The examples here which include
Pelaw Metro show how high quality design can have
a significant impact on the appearance and way in
which the transport facility operates.
Often these facilities can become attractions and
destinations in their own right for example Berlin
Hauptbanhof includes a large amount of retail, cafes
restaurants and public spaces for human interaction.
Public art can also be used at public transport nodes
to great affect. Nexus have introduced a percent
from art policy which has resulted in many public art
installations at various public transport interchange
and metro stations across Tyne and Wear.

6 MATERIALS, FINISHES AND FURNISHING
7 NATURAL LIGHT AND VENTILATION
Layout
It is essential to consider how the new transport infrastructure
will integrate with an existing built environment.

8 STORAGE
8 ADAPTING TO FUTURE CHANGES
10 OUT OF HOURS COMMUNITY USE
Layout
Ensuring that a building’s form and layout are clear makes
orientation, circulation and wayfinding easier for everyone.

Maggie Centre, Kirckaldy
A distinctive angular architectural form which forms
a simple pavilion made of a single folded surface, not
unlike a piece of origami. The simple black shell opens
up to the south, to the sunlight and the trees.

LOCAL

Landscape
Harmonising a building with the natural landscape can
create a healthy environment. Designing a physical
distinction between public and private space aids legibility.
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Density & mix
Good design can successfully bring together health services
not previously offered in a single building. Health buildings
can be multifunctional and open to future uses.
Scale
A health centre can add a civic presence, even in a depressed
neighbourhood.

Density & mix
High density development should be located close to
transport hubs.
Appearance
Buildings such as car parks should not be considered as a
utilitarian building typology. Imaginative and innovative
design solutions can be used to ensure transport
infrastructure become work of high quality architecture
in their own right. They can (and sometimes should) be
landmark buildings.
Sustainability
An integrated approach between land use planning and
new transport infrastructure will lead to more sustainable
forms of development.

Appearance
Good urban design is a vital component in connecting a
building with the local population both physically and in
terms of creating a building and space around the building
which integrates with the existing urban form and in terms
of reinforcing civic pride and create a place people are
happy to spend time
Sustainability
Through creative and sensitive design, the unique character
of a historic building can be retained while inserting ultramodern medical functions. Taking advantage of the natural
environment can help create a sustainable building.

Landscape
Transport infrastructure can be significant in redefining,
creating and complementing the public realm if a holistic
approach is adopted, taking into account all the relevant
factors, such as desire lines, lighting, signage, street clutter
removal, planting, surface materials and public art.

Wrekenton Health Centre, Wrekenton
Irregular window openings and louvres add
architectural interest to the main elevation
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Public / civic
4.24

44

Good design in the public sector enhances the
environment and the community, revitalises cities
and neighbourhoods, results in buildings that work
well and retain a human dimensions, and makes the
delivery of services more efficient. CABE has set out
10 principles that clients should follow if they are to
achieve the best in public building projects.

INTERNATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL
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Understand the role of design
Recognise the barriers to design
Insist on the importance of design from brief to on site
construction
Consider whole life value
Berlin Hauptbanhof
Berlin’s new central station is a major piece of
transport infrastructure combining shops, café’s and
restaurants alongside the train station. The glazed
structure provides glimpses of trained moving in 4
directions

Consult design champions and review through design panels

Car park, Sheffield
Known locally as the ‘’cheese grater’ the distinctive
cladding system provides an elegant enclosure to
what is a large utilitarian public car park. The cladding
hides the form of the otherwise overbearing concrete
decks and ramps
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Think about civic value
Visit best practice examples
4.25

Involving artists in public and civic building projects
can add to the overall scheme. Many lottery funded
buildings such as the SAGE, Gateshead have involved
artists as part of the overall design team developing
the project. Kate Maestri the architectural glass artist
worked with Foster & Partners to create a 200m long
curved stained glass balustrade which runs through
the building.
Layout
Good building design isn’t just about making the environment
we live in more attractive. It’s also about ensuring that buildings
better serve the needs of the organisations and people who
use them. Layout is an important factor in determining how
the building relates to the wider area. Internal layout is also
important in term of legibility.
Landscape
An unco-ordinated approach to the management and
design of streets and other public spaces leads to inefficiency
and poor quality. It is essential to ensure clutter is reduced in
public spaces, promoting pedestrian friendly environments.
Density & Mix
Iconic civic buildings should be combined with attractive
public spaces. Civic buildings can often accommodate a
multitude of different uses.
Scale
The aim should be to create aesthetically pleasing buildings
which better represent our civic aspirations. It is important
that they have a presence (in terms of scale or forming a
landmark) commensurate with their role within society.
Appearance
Good design should lift people’s spirits. The civic buildings
of the Victorians are still a source of pride and identity for
many people; there is every reason why this should also be
the case for the buildings we create today.
Sustainability
Consider whole-life value - good design can improve
efficiency and reduce running costs significantly over
decades of a building’s use.
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The SAGE, Gateshead
An impressive landmark on Gateshead Quays, the
SAGE and it’s curved structure is recognised both
nationally and internationally and is a good example
of how a building can help change the perceptions
of a place
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Blaydon Leisure Centre, Gateshead
This new sport facility combines a swimming pool
with a Primary Care Health Centre. A combination of
brick, render, glazing and louver system combine to
give a distinctive external appearance to the building.

LOCAL

Pelaw Metro, Gateshead
An attractive new station at Pelaw has recently
been built. The main waiting area is enclosed by an
aesthetically pleasing curving roof.

LOCAL
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Get design advice 										
Use the design quality indicator - different versions of DQI can
be used throughout the design process to help assess what is
required out of a design

Oslo Opera House, Norway
The building is a combination of three concepts
a “wave wall”, the “factory” and the “carpet”. The
architects Snohetta worked closely with artists
throughout the design process to avoid having to
apply “decoration” to the architecture.

NATIONAL

NATIONAL
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Look at other schemes which have won awards

D4.2		enrich the existing

POLICY ENV7 DEVELOPMENT WITHIN CONSERVATION AREAS

http://www.gateshead.gov.uk/Building%20
and%20Development/PlanningpolicyandLDF/
LocalDevelopmentFramework/EvidenceLibrary/
UrbanCharacterAssessment.aspx
More detailed information in relation to conservation
areas is available in IPA 19 Conservation Area Character
Statements at
http://www.gateshead.gov.uk/DocumentLibrary/
Building/PlanningPolicy/IPA/IPA17-ConservationArea
CharacterStatements.pdf
Key principles for achieving a successful project which
responds to context reflecting national guidance are
identified opposite.

POLICY ENV9 SETTING OF CONSERVATION AREAS

Relevant Design Principles:

Relevant Core Strategy Policy:

POLICY 13 PROMOTING PLACE MAKING
Relevant saved UDP Policy:

POLICY DC1 ENVIRONMENT
POLICY ENV3 CHARACTER AND DESIGN

1. 	REINFORCING LOCAL
CHARACTER AND IDENTITY

POLICY ENV18 LOCALLY LISTED BUILDINGS
POLICY ENV25 AREAS OF SPECIAL CHARACTER
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4.26

4.27

The emerging core strategy refers to the distinctive
character and sense of place throughout
NewcastleGateshead. Policy CS16 Quality of Place
requires development to respond and enhance local
distinctiveness reinforcing local characteristics to
create high quality places. Distinctive townscape and
character qualities across the Borough are identified
in the urban character assessment and conservation
area character appraisals. It is essential that the best of
these qualities are preserved and enhanced and that
new development makes a positive response and
reinforces these qualities.
The heritage value of much of the Borough is
integral to it’s character. The importance of this is in
part recognised by the number of buildings which
are listed as being of special architectural or historic
interest. However, it is not just important individual
buildings which make up the character of an area, it is
also factors such as urban grain, plot size, street type,
landform features, building materials and building
scale. There is also a wide range of unlisted buildings
which make a positive contribution to the distinctive
character of the Borough, or which are of significant
architectural or historic value in themselves to merit
special attention to their protection or enhancement.

4.28

4.29

The legacy of sometimes insensitive and inappropriate
developments, particularly from the latter half of the
20th century onwards has diminished the townscape
quality and heritage value of certain parts of the
Borough. It is therefore vital the opportunities to retain,
improve and enhance the Borough’s heritage assets
and positive townscape qualities are pursued.
Gateshead Council will seek to
n 	Preserve and enhance positive qualities of the
Borough’s distinctive townscape, landscape and
streetscape character
n 	Preserve and enhance buildings, structures
and landscape features which make a positive
contribution to the Borough townscape character
including buildings identified as being of special
townscape, architectural or historic importance
n 	Where appropriate implement action to address
the impact of buildings, landmarks,vistas and
views which make a negative contribution to the
townscape qualities of the Borough.
The following section provides guidance on
distinctive characteristics across the Borough based
on the work undertaken as part of the urban character
assessment (Made in Gateshead) and conservation
area appraisals. This general guidance is subdivided
according to neighbourhood management areas.
More detailed guidance in relation to ‘areas of special
character’ is also provided as ‘Place Portraits’. For a more
detailed understanding of the different character of
the Borough reference should be made to the urban
character assessment available at
39

Gateshead Old Town Hall
Following a restoration project funded by Heritage Lottery,
the exterior of the Old Town Hall has been transformed
to its former glory and now provides a cultural hub for
performance and the arts in Gateshead.
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The Central Public House, Gateshead.
This Grade II listed building has been recently been improved
with the grant aid through a Townscape Heritage Initiative.
The external stonework has been repaired to restore the
building to it’s former glory. This image shows some of the
detailed and intricate stonework to the building.

PRINCIPLE 2

A successful project will start with an
assessment of the value of retaining what is
there

A successful project will relate to the
geography and history of the place and the lie
of the land

PRINCIPLE 3

PRINCIPLE 4

A successful project will be informed by its own
significance so that its character and identity
will be appropriate to its use and context

A successful project will sit happily in the
pattern of existing development and the
routes through and around it

PRINCIPLE 1

PRINCIPLE 6

A successful project will start with an assessment
of the value of retaining what is there

A successful project will respect the scale of
neighbouring buildings
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Waterfront, Copenhagen, Denmark
Various historic buildings along Copenhagen’s
waterfront have been converted and new buildings
inserted alongside these to create a vibrant area.

PRINCIPLE 8

A successful project will use materials and
building methods which are as high quality as
those used in existing buildings

A successful project will create new views and
juxtapositions which add to the variety and
texture of the setting

NATIONAL
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PRINCIPLE 7

INTERNATIONAL

PRINCIPLE 1

“Building in Context: Appraising a proposal.
It is true that there is a subjective element in judgements about design quality and
people often disagree about what they like. Such differences of opinion and matters of
personal taste should not be allowed to obscure the fact that it is possible to arrive at
opinions about design quality that are based on objective criteria.”
www.buidlingcontext.org for more information
on the building in context toolkit

4.30
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Constructive Conservation is the broad term
adopted by English Heritage for a positive and
collaborative approach to conservation that
focuses on actively managing change. The aim is
to recognise and reinforce the historic significance
of places, while accommodating the changes
necessary to ensure their continued use and
enjoyment

The Central,. Gateshead
The transformation of this pub with the assistance
of Townscape Heritage Initiative funding shows the
importance historic buildings have in terms of local
identity and character. Conservation led regeneration
throughout the Bridges Conservation Area has had
a significant impact on the look and feel of the area.
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LOCAL

Constructive Conservation

The SPACE, Sunniside, Sunderland
This development involved the demolition of a hotel
together with the integration of six Grade II listed
Georgian terrace buildings, bringing them back into
use. It has created a network of interconnected office
space possessing a unique glass façade with dozens
of glass louvers which incorporate artwork creating a
visually spectacular impact.

Local Distinctiveness
What is it that is distinctive about
Gateshead?
4.31

4.32

4.33

There is no one particular architectural style, building
type, development or place that characterises and
fully embodies Gateshead:
The distinctiveness that can be found throughout
Gatehead comes from a combination of factors.
The diagram on the right tries to encapsulate these
factors these are very important to bear in mind when
formulating development proposals.
The following section include extracts from the
Borough wide urban character assessment which
considers physical aspects that contribute to
distinctiveness in terms of materials, patterns of
development etc is important to remember that
distinctiveness is derived from a whole range of
factors relating to places and spaces not just a physical
building.

Innovation

Gateshead Quays

Heritage

Responding to local distinctiveness?
4.34

Developers often struggle with the concept of
‘responding to local distinctiveness’ and ‘responding
to character’ often taking this to mean that their
development and the architectural style should
replicate historic styles. This frequently results in
design .solutions which are a poor pastiche neither
being an accurate architectural expression of a historic
vernacular nor a contemporary interpretation. Often
responding to local distinctiveness can be as simple
as drawing on the historic layout of a place rather
than being caught up in the architectural styling of a
building although generally design solutions should
be ‘of their time’ using a contemporary architectural
language.

Green spaces and villages

Public art

What it is not
•
•
•

A pastiche
Poorly replicating details
Identikit anywhere design

What it should be
• 	Of it’s time OR accurately referencing materials,
details and proportions
• Contemporary
• Linked to understanding of a site and it’s history
•	Simple architectural language with a restrained
palette of materials
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Local Distinctiveness

Areas of special character
4.35

4.36

The urban character assessment, ‘Made in Gateshead’,
provides a detailed overview of the Borough. This
work identifies and describes in a systematic and
objective way the positive elements of Gateshead’s
existing built form that help define the Borough’s
different neighbourhoods, villages and settlements.
For a detailed understanding of what constitutes
local distinctiveness reference should be made to this
document.
http://www.gateshead.gov.uk/Building%20
and%20Development/PlanningpolicyandLDF/
LocalDevelopmentFramework/EvidenceLibrary/
UrbanCharacterAssessment.aspx

enhanced and protected. ‘Place portraits’ of these areas which provide design guidance for those wishing to
develop in these areas is included within this section. These areas are grouped according to the three over arching
character areas within the One Core Strategy. For a more detailed understanding of design issues within the different
Neighbourhood Management Areas reference should be made to design overview sections within the urban
character assessment document.
4.39

The urban character assessment provides a far more detailed analysis of the different settlements and built up areas
of the Borough and should be referenced or used to inform development proposals.

The urban character assessment has been undertaken
using Vitality Index Areas (VIAs) which cover all of the
urban areas of the Borough. These VIAs are grouped
into 5 neighbourhood areas including
• West
• Inner West
• Central
• East
• South
The One Core Strategy defines three overarching
character areas to the plan area including
1) Urban Core
2) Neighbourhoods
3) Rural and Villages

4.37

The 5 neighbourhood area boundaries for Gateshead
do not entirely correspond with the One Core Strategy
character area boundaries although in general terms
west and inner west fall within the rural and villages,
east and south within neighbourhoods and central
within the urban core.

4.38

The urban core area is focussed around Gateshead
Quays and Gateshead Town Centre alongside
Newcastle City Centre. The neighbourhoods are
related to the main urban areas to the South, East
and West of Gateshead Town Centre such as Felling,
Low Fell, Chowdene, Dunston, Bensham etc. The
remaining parts of the Borough and the largest area
is defined as rural and villages containing settlements
such as Chopwell, Rowlands Gill, Crawcrook and
Ryton. The character study shows that there are a
significant number of small areas which although not
designated as a conservation area display positive and
unique characteristics which should be retained,

Core Strategy Character Areas

Chopwell

Rural and villages
1. Stella
2. Parkhead / Wilnaton
3. Greenside
4. Barlow
5. High Spen
6. Chopwell
7. Kibblesworth
8. Crawcrook

High Spen
Rural and village areas of special character
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Greenside

Neighbourhoods
4.40

The industrial revolution (early C19) had a huge
impact on the built environment and the expansion
of the urban cores of both Newcastle and Gateshead.
Field enclosures enabled Gateshead to expand south
along Shipcote, Low Fell and High Fell. Suburban
development from this period is typically in brick with
pockets of stone building, of high quality, relates well
to the topography, and is generally of high townscape
value. Rural settlements began to expand during
this period, some merging with the growing urban
core such as Brandling Village, Felling, and Heworth.
Housing development in Gateshead has led to large
swathes of housing estates along the periphery of
Gateshead and edges of the larger outlying villages.
The extent and location has been constrained by the
green belt designation covering half the Borough.

Neighbourhoods
1. 	Bensham and
Saltwell
2. 	Shields Road, Pelaw /
Heworth
3. Felling
4. Eighton Banks
5. Low Fell \ Deckham
6. 	Cedars green, Low
Fell
7. BAE systems, Birtley
8. 	Leyburn Place, Birtley
9. 	Bedford Avenue,
Birtley
9. 	Broom Lane /
Whaggs Lane
10. 	Beach Avenue,
Whickham

Urban Core
4.41

4.42

The urban core area includes Gateshead Quays and
Gateshead Town Centre more or less the original
settlement of Gateshead which was focussed around
the Bridge Head with Newcastle. The urban core varies
considerably in terms of character and appearance
with the new modern developments along Gateshead
Quays, the historic fine grained development around
the Bridges Conservation Area and the Town centre
which is dominated by development from the 1960s
onwards. The tower blocks at the Chandless Estate
along with Gateshead Highway are examples of what
is now regarded as unsuccessful 1960s developments.
Later developments such as the Civic Centre are
more positive examples which contribute to the
appearance of the urban core. The redevelopment
of the Town Centre around Trinity Square is going to
significantly alter the character and townscape of the
town centre. “

Low Fell

Felling

Bensham

Neighbourhoods areas of special character

Urban Core
1. Windmill Hills Park
2. Riverside Park

Windmill Hills Park

Two green spaces have been identified within the
urban core area which are important in terms of
character. The importance of these two derives from
several reasons but most importantly that they form
the only meaningful green spaces within the town
centre. Both green spaces are distinctive in terms of
the position adjacent to the River Tyne and the views
from these parks of the Tyne Gorge and Newcastle.
Riverside Park is also particularly important in terms
of the concentration of public artworks and sculpture.

Riverside Park

‘Rise and Fall’ (Lulu
Quinn) - Riverside Park

Urban core areas of special character
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Local Distinctiveness Rural and villages 			
Layout Urban Structure

•
•
•
•
•
•

Linear \ ribbon settlements
Strong and continuous street frontages (Crawcrook, Ryton)
Terraced blocks in old mining settlements
Village greens / squares (Greenside)
Large estates (Gibside \ Ravensworth)
Suburban cul de sac estates set behind linear main street to settlement

Layout urban grain

•
•
•
•
•
•

Fine grain in many villages
Old mining villages - small and frequent plot subdivisions
More irregular subdivision in historically agrarian villages e.g Old Ryton
Runs of terraced blocks
Single and two storey stone properties
Various farms and rural outbuildings throughout area

Landscape

• Green infrastructure particularly important
• Mix of open fields, wooded areas, river valleys
•	Mix of open spaces within settlements including village greens (Greenside
\ Ryton), formal parks and playing fields
• Derwent Country Park & Chopwell Woods particularly important
• Topography heavily influences built form and layouts (e.g Chopwell)

Density and mix

• Low - medium density settlement patterns
•	Old mining villages contain higher density forms of development with
long runs of terraced blocks
• Lower density housing on edges and behind main streets of villages
• Rural buildings and farms more evident moving westwards
• Many settlements have a good mix of uses considering the size of villages

Scale: Height

• Predominantly two storey
• Pockets of bungalows within various settlements e.g Chopwell, Rowlands Gill
• Limited number of larger scale rural mansions e.g Axwell Hall
•	Taller buildings/structures generally limited to churches, church towers
and older Victorian properties in places such as Ryton.

Scale: Massing

•	Majority of buildings have a smaller footprint and are limited in terms of height
• Relatively fine grain of development and small plot sizes reduces massing
•	Historic buildings and properties tend to have a greater massing for
example listed properties in Ryton, Rowlands Gill
•	School buildings e.g Ryton Comprehensive, Rowlands Gill, Hookersgate,
etc have a larger massing

Appearance: Details

•	Stone walls \ Stone dressing to windows \ vertical window openings
(particularly Victorian terraces) \ coarse mixed stone to older rural buildings
\ bay windows\ use of brick and stone within individual buildings \ red,
yellow and greens distinctive colours \ bargeboards \ dentils \ pitched
roofs to terraced properties \ hipped roofs (inter \ post war housing) \
brick detailing on former mining cottages and housing

Appearance: Materials

• Red bricks
• Rough Stone
• Slate roofs, clay tiles
• Stone dressing
•	Lilley bricks - white \ pale bricks produced in Rowlands Gill at Lilley brick
works
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Local Distinctiveness neighbourhoods
Layout Urban Structure

• Sizeable areas of terraced blocks
•	1960s housing estates with tower blocks, perimeter roads and network
of estate pedestrian routes
• Cul de sac suburban estates
• Merging of separate settlements to create conurbation
• Pedestrianised streets

Layout urban grain

• Generally fine grain of residential development
•	Team Valley major industrial estate with coarser urban grain reflecting
building typology
• Grain becomes more fragmented towards suburbs to the east and west
•	Mix within Birtley with coarse grain to the west reflecting industrial uses
finer grain to the east

Landscape

• Planned public spaces e.g. Saltwell, Avondale, Bewick Park, Chase Park
• Tree lined streets / wooded slopes
•	Large areas of green space in neighbourhoods of Staneway, Windy Nook
& Leam lane
• Many residential areas set within large areas of grass / open space

Density and mix

• Higher density forms of development
•	High rise tower blocks, high density terraced housing, higher density
1960s maisonettes
•	Number of local centres which provide range of shops, services and
facilities
• Lower density development in areas such as Whickham & Winlaton

Scale: Height

•	Varied but predominantly two storey with high rise blocks interspersed
throughout e.g Beacon Lough East, Harlow Green, Eslington Villas, Felling.
•	Number of listed and locally listed buildings are higher than those
surrounding including churches towers/spires
• Terraced blocks which step down slopes
•	Taller buildings on the fringes of the urban core e.g Swallow Hotel /
tower blocks on Sunderland Rd

Scale: Massing

•	Generally small blocks reflecting residential uses
•	Larger blocks associated with civic buildings, schools, retail and industrial uses
•	Long narrow runs of blocks reflecting terraced properties
• Large properties set within landscaped areas (e.g Low Fell)
•	Larger historic properties found within a number of conservation areas e.g
Whickham & Felling

Appearance: Details

•	Bay windows / brick detailing/ stone dressings to windows / railings
on boundary walls / small front gardens / vertical emphasis to window
openings (particularly Victorian properties / corbels/chimney stacks /
pitched roofs / older brick industrial buildings (Bill Quay / Birtley) / 1960s
detailing includes various cladding systems / dormer windows

Appearance: Materials

• Red brick
• Glazed white brick
• Dressed stone
•	Variety of cladding systems (1960s onwards) green, reds, brown including
tiles and rain screen
•	Brown brick used on large suburban 1970/80s estates
• Slate, concrete tiles, plain clay tiles, pantiles.
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Local Distinctiveness urban core
Layout Urban Structure

• Road infrastructure heavily influences urban structure
• Historic urban structure remains intact in only a few parts e.g Bridges
• Conservation area \ High St \ Regents Terrace
• River frontage and Tyne Gorge has important impact on urban structure
•	Gateshead Highway and Prince Consort Road define centre of urban
core and create concrete collar						
• Fragmented urban structure with number of cleared sites

Layout urban grain

•
•
•
•
•

Landscape

•	Windmill Hills Park, Riverside Park and Gateshead Quays provide the
main amenity spaces
• Dominance of hard landscaping within town centre
• Baltic Square an important public space on the quayside
•	Large areas of cleared land awaiting development (Baltic Business
Quarter \ Gateshead College)
• Wooded slopes of Tyne Gorge

Density and mix

•
•
•
•

Scale: Height

• Number of 1960s tower blocks (Chandless).
•	Tall buildings in Quayside area including the Hilton Hotel, the BALTIC
and residential blocks
• Trinity Square redevelopment will create tall structure
• Number of high landmark bridges which span the River Tyne

Scale: Massing

• Storey heights range from 2 - 16
• Large number of buildings with a significant mass and volume
•	Various shaped blocks include rectangular tower blocks, triangular
and narrower linear blocks. Sculptural shape of the SAGE, Gateshead a
particularly distinctive shaped building

Appearance: Details

•	Slide and sash windows (Regent Terrace) / Stone work (Old Town Hall
/ Railway Arches / Contemporary detailing (glazing, cladding etc) /
Stone dressings to windows (Regent Terrace) / Mono pitch & flat roofs /
Retail frontages / public art sculptures / Granite, yorkstone and concrete
paving

Appearance: Materials

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coarser urban grain throughout
Historic areas contain finer grain of blocks
Number of large footprint blocks including Gateshead Civic Centre, the
SAGE, Davy Roll, Gateshead College
Fragmented grain throughout

High density residential development
Mix of commercial, retail, education cultural and residential
Higher density terraced housing on the edges of the urban core
Industrial uses to the east

Brick - red & brown (buff to Hilton)
Dressed Stone
Render
Rainscreen cladding
Glazing
Steel
Concrete
Slate \ metal \ standing seam roofs
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Appendix B- Local Character Guidance -‘Place Portraits’

DESCRIPTION
Stella, located to the east of Ryton incorporates a mix
of industrial and residential uses. There are a number
of attractive properties located adjacent to the B6317
on the approaches to Ryton which fall outside the
conservation area. A small cluster of miners cottages
and series of stone buildings add townscape interest.
These are set within a rural landscape. Further south
is an area of terraced properties at Crookhill and
Crookhill primary School an attractive brick building.

Urban and rural villages - 1. Stella

DESIGN GUIDANCE
n Resist inappropriate alterations and extensions to
existing properties
n Resist infill development which would detract
from existing townscape quality and setting of
properties
n Protect landscape / semi rural setting

Relevant area within Urban Character Assessment - Shibdon Park

Urban and rural villages - 2. Parkhead / Winlaton
DESCRIPTION
This area contains a number of attractive stone
properties including St Paul’s Church church on
Scotland Head and the church hall opposite.
There are also some attractive stone properties on
Front Street and Commercial Street clustered around
a small village green. The terraced properties on May
Street and Florence Street are also worthy of reference
providing a mix of brick and stone terraced two storey
blocks. Distinctive features include stone buildings,
slate roofs and stone boundary walls.
DESIGN GUIDANCE
n Resist inappropriate alterations and extensions to
existing properties
n Encourage public realm improvements within 		
village centre

Relevant area within Urban Character Assessment - High Spen
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Urban and rural villages - 3. Limetree /Ashtree Street, Blaydon

DESCRIPTION
This is a small area of two storey terraced properties.
Distinctive features include:
n 	small front gardens
n 	stone properties
n 	slate roofs
n back yards with brick rear boundary walls 				
decorative stone surrounds to windows
Many properties have been altered over time with
replacement windows
DESIGN GUIDANCE
n 	Resist inappropriate alterations to roofscape such
n

Relevant area within Urban Character Assessment - Shibdon Park

DESCRIPTION
Barlow is a small rural hamlet east of High Spen.
There are a number of rural stone buildings adjacent
to Barlow Lane which are of townscape quality and
which add to the overall character of the village.
Some of these properties form farm steading’s which
have been converted for residential use. Dominant
materials include stone, and slate. Low stone walls and
hedgerows flank either side of Barlow Lane. There are
a number of more recent detached brick properties
which although of limited historic interest also
contribute to the overall appearance of the village.
The Black Horse pub is an impressive large two storey
buildings at the western approach to the village.

Urban and rural villages - 4. Barlow

DESIGN GUIDANCE
n 	Resist backland / development within large
gardens
n Encourage sensitive and appropriately designed 		
conversion / reuse of rural buildings

Relevant area within Urban Character Assessment - High Spen
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as dormers
Encourage retention of historic boundary 			
treatments

Urban and rural villages - 5. High Spen
DESCRIPTION
High Spen is an old mining village. The village is typical
of many former mining villages with various pockets
of terraced housing which would have formed
worker’s housing and which are separated from the
main village thoroughfare. There are some notable
buildings which front onto Hookergate Lane and
Collingdon Road such as the primary school which
are of townscape interest.
The majority of properties are relatively simple in
design constructed in brick with some stone detailing
and slate roofs.
DESIGN GUIDANCE
n 	Resist conversions of shop units to residential uses
n 	Encourage public realm improvements within
village centre
n 	Encourage improvements to existing housing
stock
Relevant area within Urban Character Assessment - High Spen

DESCRIPTION
The historic street layout and settlement structure
of Chopwell remains largely intact and is typical of
settlements which developed around pit heads and
mines. Pockets of terraced housing are dispersed over
a wide area. Derwent Street provides the main focal
point with a concentration of shops. This part of the
village has a general consistency in terms of block
heights with uniform terraced blocks dominating.
The dispersed pattern of clusters of terraced properties
is a contributing element to the overall settlement
pattern and one which defines the special character.
The topography of the landscape is an important
defining feature providing excellent views out of the
village.
Architecturally most properties are relatively simple
in design either constructed in red brick or a ‘netty’
pale colliery brick. Pedestrianised streets are common
amongst the Rivers streets to the east.
n 	Modest and restrained architecture
n 	Symmetry and simplicity in terms of architectural
expression particularly Victorian terraced
properties.

Urban and rural villages - 6. Chopwell

Relevant area within Urban Character Assessment - Chopwell North

DESIGN GUIDANCE
n 	Resist conversions of shop units to residential uses
n 	Encourage public realm improvements within
village centre
n 	Encourage improvements to existing housing
stock
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